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Abstract
In this survey we present different approaches that
allow an intelligent agent to explore autonomous its
environment to gather information and learn mul-
tiple tasks. Different communities proposed differ-
ent solutions, that are in many cases, similar and/or
complementary. These solutions include active learn-
ing, exploration/exploitation, online-learning and so-
cial learning. The common aspect of all these ap-
proaches is that it is the agent to selects and de-
cides what information to gather next. Applications
for these approaches already include tutoring systems,
autonomous grasping learning, navigation and map-
ping and human-robot interaction. We discuss how
these approaches are related, explaining their similari-
ties and their differences in terms of problem assump-
tions and metrics of success. We consider that such
an integrated discussion will improve inter-disciplinary
research and applications.1
1 Introduction
One of the most remarkable aspects of human intelli-
gence is its adaptation to new situations, new tasks and
new environments. To fulfill the dream of Artificial
Intelligence and to build truly Autonomous Intelligent
Agents (Robots included), it is necessary to develop
systems that can adapt to new situations by learning
fast how to behave or how to modify their previous
knowledge. Consequently, learning has taken an im-
portant role in the development of such systems. This
paradigm shift has been motivated by the limitations
1Draft v0.7 18Dec2013
of other approaches to cope with complex open-ended
problems and fostered by the progress achieved in the
fields of statistics and machine learning. Since tasks to
be learned are becoming increasingly complex, have to
be executed in ever changing environments and may in-
volve interactions with people or other agents, learning
agents are faced with situations that require either a
lot of data to model and cover high dimensional spaces
and/or a continuous acquisition of new information to
adapt to novel situations. Unfortunately, data is not
always easy and cheap, but often requires a lot of time,
energy, computational or human resources and can be
argued to be a limiting factor in the deployment of
systems where learning is a key factor.
Consider for instance a robot learning from data ob-
tained during operation. It is common to decouple
the acquisition of training data from the learning pro-
cess. However, the embodiment in this type of sys-
tems provides a unique opportunity to exploit an active
learning (AL) 2 approach (AL)(Angluin, 1988; Thrun,
1995; Settles, 2009) to guide the robot actions towards
a more efficient learning and adaptation and, conse-
quently, to achieve a better performance more rapidly.
The robot example illustrates the main particularity
of learning for autonomous agents: the abstract learn-
ing machine is embodied in a (cyber) physical environ-
ment and so it needs to find the relevant information
for the task at hand by itself. Although these ideas
have been around for more than twenty years (Schmid-
huber, 1991b; Thrun, 1992; Dorigo and Colombetti,
1994; Aloimonos et al., 1988), in the last decade there
2Active learning can also be used to describe situations where
the student is involved in the learning process as opposed to
passively listening to lectures, see for instance (Linder et al.,
2001).
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has been a renewed interest from different perspectives
in actively gathering data during autonomous learn-
ing. Broadly speaking, the idea of AL is to use the
current knowledge the system has about the task that
is currently being learned to select the most informa-
tive data to sample. In the field of machine learning
this idea has been envigorated by the existence of huge
amounts of unlabeled data freely available on the in-
ternet or from other sources. Labeling such data is
expensive as it requires the use of experts or costly
procedures. If similar accuracy can be obtained with
less labeled data then huge savings, monetary and/or
computational, could be made.
In the context of intelligent system, another line
of motivation and inspiration comes from the field
of artificial development (Schmidhuber, 1991b; Weng
et al., 2001; Asada et al., 2001; Lungarella et al., 2003;
Oudeyer, 2011). This field, inspired by developmental
psychology, tries to understand biological development
by creating computational models of the process that
biological agents go through their lifetimes. In such
process there is no clearly defined tasks and the agents
have to create their own representations, decide what
to learn and create their own learning experiments.
A limiting factor on active approaches is the lim-
ited theoretical understanding of some of its processes.
Most theoretical results on AL are recent (Settles,
2009; Dasgupta, 2005; Dasgupta, 2011; Nowak, 2011).
The first intuition on why AL might required a smaller
number of labeled data, is to note that the system
will only ask for data that might changes its hypoth-
esis and so uninformative examples will not be used.
Nevertheless, previous research provides an optimistic
perspective on the applicability of AL for real appli-
cation, and indeed there already many examples: im-
age classification (Qi et al., 2008), text classification
(Tong and Koller, 2001), multimedia (Wang and Hua,
2011), among many others (see (Settles, 2009) for a
review). Active learning can also be used to plan ex-
periments in genetics research, e.g. the robot scien-
tist (King et al., 2004) eliminates redundant experi-
ments based on inductive logic programming. Also,
most algorithms already have an active extension: lo-
gistic regression (Schein and Ungar, 2007), support
vector machines (Tong and Koller, 2001), GP (Kapoor
et al., 2007), neural networks (Cohn et al., 1996), mix-
ture models (Cohn et al., 1996), inverse reinforcement
learning (Lopes et al., 2009b), among many others.
In this paper we take a very broad perspective on
the meaning of AL: any situation where an agent (or a
team) actively looks for data instead of passively wait-
ing to receive it. The previous description rules out
those cases where a learning process uses data pre-
viously obtained in any possible way (e.g. by random
movements, or with a predefined paths; or by receiving
data from people or other agents). Thus, the key prop-
erty of such algorithms is the involvement of the agent
to decide what information suits better its learning
task. There are multiple intances of this wide defini-
tion of AL with sometimes unexplored links. We struc-
tured them in three big groups: a) exploration where
an agent explores its environment to learn; b) curios-
ity where the agent discovers and creates its own goals;
and c) interaction where the existence of a human-in-
the-loop is taken explicitly into account.
1.1 Exploration
Exploration by an agent (or a team of agents) is at the
core of rover missions, search and rescue operations,
environmental monitoring, surveillance and security,
best teaching strategies, online publicity, among oth-
ers. In all these situations the amount of time and
resources for completing a task is limited or unknown.
Also, there are often trade-offs to be made between dif-
ferent tasks such as surviving in a hostile environment,
communicating with other agents, gathering more in-
formation to minimize risk, collecting and analyzing
samples. All these tasks must be accomplished in the
end but the order is relevant inasmuch as is it helps
subsequent tasks. For instance collecting geological
samples for analysis and communicating the results
will be easier if the robot has already a map of the
environment. Active strategies are of paramount im-
portance to select the right tasks and actively execute
the task maximizing the operation utility while mini-
mizing the required resources or the time to accomplish
the goal.
1.2 Curiosity
A more open-ended perspective on learning should
consider cases where the task itself is not defined. Hu-
mans develop and grow in an open-ended environment
without pre-defined goals. Due to this uncertainty we
cannot assume that all situations are considered a-
priori and the agent itself has to adapt and learn new
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Table 1: Glossary
Classical Active Learning(AL), refers to a set of ap-
proaches in which a learning algorithm is able to interac-
tively query a source of information to obtain the desired
outputs at new data points (Settles, 2009).
Optimal Experimental Design(OED), an early per-
spective on active learning where the design of the ex-
periments is optimal according to some statistical crite-
ria (Schonlau et al., 1998). Usually not considering the
interactive perspective of sensing.
Learning Problem, refers to the problem of estimating
a function, including a policy, from data. The measures
of success for such a problem vary depending on the do-
main. Also known as the pure exploration problem.
Optimization Problem, refers to the problem of find-
ing a particular value of an unknown function from data.
When compared with the Learning Problem, it is not in-
terested in estimating the whole unknown function.
Optimization Algorithm, refers to methods to find
the maximum/minimum of a given function. The solu-
tion to this problem might require, or not, learn a model
of the function to guide exploration. We distinguish it
from the Learning Problem due to the its specificities.
Bayesian Optimization, class of methods to solve an
optimization problem that use statistical measures of un-
certainty about the target function to guide exploration
(Brochu et al., 2010).
Optimal Policy, in the formalism of markov decision
process, the optimal policy is the policy that provides
the maximum expected (delayed) reward. We will use
it also to refer to any policy, exploration or not, that is
optimal according to some criteria.
Exploration Policy, defines the decision algorithm, or
policy, that selects which actions are selected during the
active learning process. This policy is not, in general,
the same as the optimal policy for the learning problem.
See a discussion at (Duff, 2003; S¸ims¸ek and Barto, 2006;
Golovin and Krause, 2010; Toussaint, 2012).
Empirical Measures, class of measures that estimate
the progress of learning by measuring empirically how
recent data as allowed the learning task to improve.
tasks. Even more problematic is that the tasks faced
are so complex that learning them might require the
acquisition of new skills.
Recent results from neuroscience have given several
insights into visual attention and general information
seeking in humans and other animals. Results seem
to indicate that curiosity is an intrinsic drive in most
animals (Gottlieb et al., 2013). Similarly to animals
with complex behaviors, an initial period of imma-
turity dedicated to play and learning might allow to
develop such skills. This is the main idea of develop-
mental robotics (Weng et al., 2001; Asada et al., 2001;
Elman, 1997; Lungarella et al., 2003; Oudeyer, 2011)
where the complexity of the problems that the agent
is able to solve increases with time. During this period
the agent is not solving a task but learning for the sake
of learning. This early stage is guided by curiosity and
intrinsic motivation (Barto et al., 2004; Schmidhuber,
1991b; Oudeyer et al., 2005; Singh et al., 2005; Schmid-
huber, 2006; Oudeyer et al., 2007) and its justification
is that it is a skill that will lead to a better adapta-
tion to a large distribution of problems (Singh et al.,
2010b).
1.3 Interaction
Learning agents have intensively tackled the problem
of acquiring robust and adaptable skills and behaviors
for complex tasks from two different perspectives: pro-
gramming by demonstration (a.k.a. imitation learn-
ing) and learning through experience. From an AL
perspective, the main difference between these two
approaches is the source of the new data. Program-
ming by demonstration is based on examples provided
by some external agent (usually a human). Learning
through experience exploits the embodiment of the
agent to gather examples by itself by acting on the
world. In the abstract AL from machine learning the
new data/labels used to come from an oracle and no
special regard is given to what exactly the oracle is
besides well behaved properties such as no bias and
consistency. More recently, data and labels may come
from ratings and tagging provided by humans result-
ing in bias and inconsistencies. This is also the case for
agents interacting with humans in which applications
had taken into account where that information comes
from and what other sources of information might be
exploited. For instance, sometimes humans may pro-
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vide more easily information other than labels that can
further guide exploration3.
1.4 Organization
This review will consider AL in this general setting.
We will first clarify the AL principles for autonomous
intelligent agents in Sec. 2. Then the core review will
be organized in three main parts: Sec 3 AL during self-
exploration; Sec. 4 autonomous discovery/creation of
goals; and finally Sec 5 AL with humans.
2 Active Learning for Autonomous
Intelligent Agents
In this Section we provide an integrated perspective
on the many approaches for active learning. The name
active learning has mostly been used in machine learn-
ing but here we consider any situation where a learn-
ing agent uses its current hypothesis about the learn-
ing task to select what/where/how to learn next. Dif-
ferent communities formulated problems with similar
ideas and all of them can be useful for autonomous
intelligent agents. Different approaches are able to re-
duce the time, or samples, required to learn but they
consider different fitness functions, learning algorithms
and choices of what can be selected. Figure 1 shows
the three main perspectives on for single task active
learning. Exploration in reinforcement learning (Sut-
ton and Barto, 1998), bayesian optimization (Brochu
et al., 2010), multi-armed bandits (Bubeck and Cesa-
Bianchi, 2012), curiosity (Oudeyer and Kaplan, 2007),
interactive machine learning (Breazeal et al., 2004) or
active learning for classification and regression prob-
lems (Settles, 2009), all these share many properties
and face similar challenges. Interestingly, a better un-
derstanding of the different approaches from the vari-
ous communities can lead to more powerful algorithms.
Also, in some cases to solve the problem of one commu-
nity, it is necessary to rely on the formalism of another.
For instance, active learning for regression methods
that can synthesize queries need to find the most in-
formative point. This is, in general, an optimization
problem in high-dimension and it is not possible to
solve it exactly. Bayesian optimization methods can
3I don’t like the last sentence with the last changes in the
section
then be used to find the best point with a minimum
of function evaluations (Brochu et al., 2010). Another
example, still for regression, is to decompose complex
regression functions to a set of local regressions and
then rely on multi-armed bandit algorithms to balance
exploration in a more efficient way (Maillard, 2012).
Each of these topics would benefit from a dedicated
survey and we do not aim at a definite discussion on all
the methods. In this section we will discuss all these
approaches with the goal of understanding the sim-
ilarities, strengths and domains of application. Due
to the large variety of methods and formalism we can
not describe the full details and mathematical theory
but we will provide references for most methods. This
Section can be seen as a cookbook of active learning
methods where all the design choices and tradeoffs are
explained jointly with links for the theory and for ex-
amples of application (see Figure 2 for a summary).
2.1 Optimal Exploration Problem
To ground the discussion, let us consider a robot whose
mission is to build a map of some physical quantities
of interest over a region (e.g. obstacles, air pollution,
density of traffic, presence of diamonds...). The agent
will have a set of on-board capabilities for acting in
the environment that will include moving along a path
or to a specific position and using its sensors to ob-
tain measurements about the quantity of interest. In
addition to this, it may be possible to make decisions
about other issues such as what algorithms should be
used to process the obtained measurements or to fit
the model of the environment. The set of all possible
decisions will define the space of exploration policies4
Π. To derive an active algorithm for this task, we need
to model the costs and the loss function associated to
the actions of a specific exploration policy pi. The most
common costs include the cost of using each of the on-
board sensors (e.g. energy consumption, time required
to acquire the measurement or changes in the payload)
and the cost of moving from one location to another
(e.g. energy and the associated autonomy constraints).
Regarding the loss function, it has to capture the error
of the learned model w.r.t. the unknown true model.
For instance, one may consider the uncertainty of the
4The concept is similar to the policy for reinforcement learn-
ing, but here the policy is not optimizing total reward but, in-
stead, exploration gain (to be defined latter)
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Figure 1: Different choices on active learning. A robot might choose: to look for the most informative set
of sampling locations, ignoring the travel and data acquisition cost and the information gathered on the way
there, either by selecting a) among an infinite set of location or b) by reducing its choices to a pre-defined set
of locations; or c) consider the best path including the cost and the information on the way.
predictions at each point or the uncertainty on the lo-
cations of the objects of interest.
Figure 2: During autonomous exploration there are
different choices that are made by an intelligent agent.
These include what does the agent selects to explore;
how does it evaluate its success; and how does it esti-
mate the information gain of each choice.
The optimal exploration policy is the one that si-
multaneously gives the best learned model but with
the smallest possible cost:
pi∗t = argmaxpi∈Πf(pi,C(pi),Lx∈X (gˆ(x;D ∼ pi))), (1)
where pi is an exploration policy (i.e. a sequence of
actions possibly conditioned on the history of states
and/or actions taken by the agent), Π denotes the
space of possible policies, f() is a function that sum-
marizes the utility of the policy5, and X is a space of
5Note that pi might have different semantics depend on the
points that can be sampled. Function f depends on
the policy itself, the cost C(pi) of executing this pol-
icy and the loss of the policy Lx(gˆ(x;D ∼ pi)). The
loss depends on a function gˆ() learned with the dataset
D acquired following policy pi. Equation 1 selects the
best way to act, taking into account the task uncer-
tainty along time. Clearly this problem is, in general,
intractable and the following sections describe partic-
ular instantiations, approximations and models of this
optimal exploration problem (S¸ims¸ek and Barto, 2006).
Equation 1 is intentionally vague with respect to sev-
eral crucial aspects of the optimization process. For
instance, time is not included in any way, and just the
abstract policy pi and the corresponding policy space Π
are explicit. Also, many different costs and loss mod-
els can be fed into the function f(), with the different
choices resulting in different problems and algorithms.
It is the aim of this work to build bridges between this
general formulation and the problems and solutions
proposed in different fields. However, before delving
into the different instances of this problem, we briefly
describe the three most common frameworks for active
learning and then discuss possible choices for the pol-
icy space Π and the role of the terms C and L in the
context of autonomous agents.
task at hand. It can be an exploration policy used to learn a
model g() in a pure learning problem, or it can be an exploitation
policy in an optimization setting. For a more detailed description
on the relation of the exploration policy with the learning task
see (Duff, 2003; S¸ims¸ek and Barto, 2006; Golovin and Krause,
2010; Toussaint, 2012).
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2.2 Learning Setups
2.2.1 Function approximation
Regression, and classification, problems are the most
common problems in machine learning methods. In
both cases given a dataset of points D = {(x, y)} the
goal is to find an approximation of the input output
relation g : x → y. Typical loss functions are the
squared mean error L = |hˆ − y|2 = |g(x) − y|2 for
regression and the 0 − 1 loss L0−1 = I(gˆ(x) = y) for
classification, with I denoting the indicator function.
In this setup the cost function directly measures the
cost of obtaining measurements (e.g. collecting the
measurement or moving to the next spot), if it exists.
The active learning perspective corresponds to decid-
ing for which input x it is more relevant to ask for the
corresponding label y. Some other restrictions can be
included such as being restricted to a finite set of in-
put points (pool-based active learning) or having the
points arriving sequentially and having to decide to
query or not (online learning)(see (Settles, 2009) for a
comprehensive discussion on the different settings).
2.2.2 Multi-Armed Bandits
An alternative formalism that is usually applied to
discrete selection problems is the multi-armed bandit
(MAB) formalism (Gittins, 1979; Bubeck and Cesa-
Bianchi, 2012). Multi-arm bandits define a problem
where a player, at each round, can choose an arm
among a set of n possible ones. After playing the se-
lected arm the player receives a reward. In the most
common setting the goal of the player is to find a strat-
egy that allows it to get the maximum possible cumu-
lative reward. The loss in bandit problems is usually
based on the concept of regret, that is, the difference
between the reward that was collected and the reward
that would have been collect if the player knew which
was the best arm since the beginning (Auer et al.,
2003). Many algorithms have been proposed for dif-
ferent variants of the problems where instead of regret
the player is tested after a learning period and it has
either to declare what is the best arm (Victor Gabillon
et al., 2011) or the value of all the arms (Carpentier
et al., 2011).
2.2.3 MDP
The most general, and well known, formalism to model
sequential decision processes are markov-decision pro-
cess (MDP)(Bellman, 1952). When there is no knowl-
edge about the model of the environment and an agent
has to optimize a reward function while interacting
with the environment the problem is called reinforce-
ment learning (RL) (Sutton and Barto, 1998). A se-
quential problem is modeled as a set of states S, ac-
tions that allow the system to change between state A
and the rewards that the system receives at each time
step R. The time evolution of the system is consid-
ered to depend on the current state st and the chosen
action at, i.e. p(st+1|st, at). The goal of the agent is
to find a policy, i.e. pi(s, a) = p(a|s), that maximizes
the total discounted reward J(s0) =
∑∞
t=0 γ
trt. For
a complete treatment on the topic refer to (Kaelbling
et al., 1996; Sutton and Barto, 1998; Szepesva´ri, 2011;
Kober et al., 2013). As the agent does not know the
dynamics and the reward function it can not act op-
timally with respect to the cost function without first
exploring the environment for that information. Then
it can explicitly create a model of the environment and
exploit it (Hester and Stone, 2011; Nguyen-Tuong and
Peters, 2011) and directly try to find a policy that op-
timizes the behavior (Deisenroth et al., 2013). The
balance between the amount of exploration necessary
to learn the model and the exploitation of the latter
to collect reward is, in general, an intractable prob-
lem and is usually called the exploitation-exploration
dilemma.
Partial-observable markov decision processes
(POMDP) generalize the concept for cases where
the state is not directly observable (Kaelbling et al.,
1998).
2.3 Space of Exploration Policies
The policy space Π is defined by all possible sequences
of actions that can be taken by the agent or, alterna-
tively, by all the different closed-loop policies that gen-
erate such sequences. The simplest approach is to se-
lect a single data point from the environment database
and use it to improve the model gˆ(). In this case,
Π is defined by the set of all possible sequences of
data points (or the algorithm, or sensor, that is used
to select them). Another case is when autonomous
agents gather information by moving in the environ-
6
ment. Here, the actions usually include all the trajec-
tories necessary to sample particular locations (or the
motion commands that take the agent to them).
9 3 6
1 0 8
9 3 6
1 0 8
Figure 3: Different possible choices available to an ex-
ploring agent. Considering an agent in an initial state
(grey state) it has to decide where to explore next (in-
formation value indicated by the values in the nodes).
From the current location all the states might be reach-
able (Left figure), or there might be restrictions and
some state might might only be reachable after sev-
eral steps (Right figure). In the latter case the agent
has also to evaluate what are the possible actions after
each move.
However, the formulation of Eq. 1 is much more
general and can incorporate any other possible deci-
sion to be made by the agent. An agent might try to
select particular locations to maximize information or
could select at a more abstract level between different
regions, e.g. starting to map the beach or the forest.
This idea can be pushed further. The agent might
decide among different exploration types and request
a helicopter survey of a particular location instead of
measuring with its own sensors. In this case the robot
selects among different exploration types. The agent
might even decide between learning methods and rep-
resentations that, in view of the current data, will be-
have better, produce more accurate models or result in
better performance (see Section 3). This choice modi-
fies the function gˆ() used to compute the loss and can
be changed several times during the learning process.
The following list summarizes the possible choices
that have been considered in the literature in the con-
text of active learning:
• next location, or next locations
• among a pre-defined partition of the space
• among different exploration algorithms
• learning methods
• representations
• others
2.4 Cost
The term C(pi) represents the cost of the policy and
we will assume that each action at taken following pi
incurs a cost which is independent of future actions.
However, the cost of an action may depend on the his-
tory of actions and states of the agent. Indeed, mod-
eling this dependency is an important design decision,
specially for autonomous agents. Figure 3 illustrates
the implications of this dependency. In the first ex-
ample, the cost of an action C(at) depends only on
the action. This is usually the case of costs associated
to sensing the environment. In the second case, the
cost C(at | at−1) depends on the previous action since
it implies a non-zero cost motion. This type of cost
appears naturally for autonomous agents that need to
move from one location to another6. In many cases,
the cost will consist of a combination of different costs
that can individually depend or not on previous ac-
tions.
2.5 Loss and Active Learning Tasks
The term Lx∈X (gˆ(x;D ∼ pi)) represents the loss in-
curred by the exploration policy. Recall that the
agent’s objective is to learn model g(). The loss is
therefore defined as a function of the goodness of the
learned model. Obviously, the function g() varies with
the task. It can be a discriminant function for clas-
sification, a function approximation for some quantity
of interest or a policy mapping states to actions. In
any case, the learned function gˆ() will be determined
by the flow of observations D induced by the policy pi
(e.g. training examples for a classifier or measurements
of the environment to build a map).
Another important aspect that must be considered is
when the loss is evaluated. One possibility is that only
the final learned model gˆ() is used to obtain the ex-
pected loss. In this case, mistakes made during train-
ing are not taken into account. Alternatively, one may
consider the accumulated loss during the whole life-
time of the agent, where even the cost and errors made
6Action at is not precisely defined yet. The previous dis-
tinction abuses notation by abstracting over the specific action
definition (e.g. local displacements or global coordinates). The
important thing is that moving incurs a cost that depends on
previous actions.
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Table 2: Taxonomy active learning
Choice\ Prob. Optimization Learning
Point Bayesian Optimization (Brochu et al., 2010) Classical Active Learning (Settles, 2009)
Discrete tasks Multi-armed bandits (Auer et al., 2003) AL for MAB (Carpentier et al., 2011)
Trajectory Exploration/Exploitation (Kaelbling et al., 1996) Exploration
during the learning phase are taken into account. We
can also think that no explicit learning phase exists in
this setting. In the MAB literature these measures are
known as the simple regret and average regret. The
latter tells, in hindsight, how much was lost by not
pulling always the best arm. And the former tells how
good is the arm estimated as being the best.
Earlier on, we did not make explicit what the loss
function aims to capture during the learning process.
Again, there are two possible generic options to con-
sider: learn the whole environment (what we consider
to be a pure learning problem); or find a location of
the environment that provides the highest value (op-
timization problem). Note that in both cases, it is
necessary to learn a model g(). However, in the first
case we are interested in minimizing the error of the
learned model ∫
X
L(g(x), gˆ(x))dx (2)
while in the second case we are just interested on fitting
a function g() that helps us to find the maximum of
maxxg(x)− g (argmaxxgˆ(x)) (3)
irrespectively of what the function gˆ() is actually ap-
proximating. In a multi-armed bandit setting this
amounts to just detect which is the best arm, or learn
the payoff of all the arms. Table 2 summarizes this per-
spective. In this pure learning problem of multi-armed
bandits regret bounds on the simple regret can also be
made (Carpentier et al., 2011; Victor Gabillon et al.,
2011). For the general RL problem regret bounds have
also been established (Jaksch et al., 2010).
2.6 Measures of Information
The utility of the policy in Eq. 1 is measured using
a function f(). Computing the information gain of a
given sample is a difficult task which can be compu-
tationally very expensive or intractable. Furthermore,
it can be implemented in multiple different ways de-
pending on how the information is defined and on the
assumptions and decisions done in terms of loss, cost
and representation. Also, we note that in some cases,
due to interdependencies between all the points, the
order in which the samples are obtained might be rele-
vant. The classification below follows the one proposed
in (Settles, 2009) (also refer to (MacKay, 1992; Settles,
2009) for further details) and completes it by includ-
ing empirical measures as a different way of assessing
the information gain of a sample. The latter class of
measures aims to consider those cases where there is
no single model that covers the whole state-space, or
if the agents lacks the knowledge to select which is the
best one (Schmidhuber, 1991b; Oudeyer and Kaplan,
2007).
2.6.1 Uncertainty sampling and Entropy
The simplest way to select the new sample is to select
the one we are currently more uncertain about. For-
mally, this can be modeled as the entropy of the out-
put. Uncertainty sampling where the query is made
where the classifier is most uncertain about (Lewis
and Gale, 1994), still used in support vector machines
(Tong and Koller, 2001), logistic regression (Schein
and Ungar, 2007), among others.
2.6.2 Minimizing the version space
The version space defines the subset of all possible
models (or parameters of a model) that are consis-
tent with the current samples and, therefore, provides
the set of hypotheses we are still undecided about.
This space cannot in general be computed. It has
been approximated in many different ways. An ini-
tial model considered Selective Sampling (Cohn et al.,
1994) where a pool, or stream, of unlabeled examples
exists and the learner may request the labels to an or-
acle. The goal was to minimize the amount of labeled
data to learn the concepts to a fixed accuracy. Query
by committee (Seung et al., 1992; Freund et al., 1997)
considers a committee of classifiers and measures the
degree of disagreement between the committee. An-
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other perspective was proposed by (Angluin, 1988) to
find the correct hypothesis using membership queries.
In this method the learner as a class of hypothesis and
has to identify the correct hypothesis exactly. Per-
haps the best-studied approach of this kind is learning
by queries (Angluin, 1988; Cohn et al., 1994; Baum,
1991). Under this setting approaches have generalized
methods based on binary search (Nowak, 2011; Melo
and Lopes, 2013). Also, active learning in support vec-
tor machines can be seen in a version space perspective
or as the uncertainty of the classifier (Tong and Koller,
2001).
2.6.3 Variance reduction
Variance reduction aims to select the sample(s) that
will minimize the variance of the estimation for unla-
beled samples (Cohn et al., 1996). There exist closed
form solutions for some specific regression problems
(e.g. linear regression or Gaussian mixture models).
In other cases, the variance is computed over a set of
possible unlabeled examples which may be computa-
tionally expensive. Finally, there are other decision-
theoretic based measures such as the expected model
change (Settles et al., 2007) or the expected error re-
duction (Roy and McCallum, 2001; Moskovitch et al.,
2007) which select the sample that, in expectation, will
result in the largest change in the model parameters
or in the largest reduction in the generalization error,
respectively.
2.6.4 Empirical Measures
Empirical measures make less assumptions on the
data-generating process and instead estimate empir-
ically the expected quality of each data-points/region
(Schmidhuber, 1991b; Schmidhuber, 2006; Oudeyer
and Kaplan, 2007; Oudeyer et al., 2007; Lopes et al.,
2012). This type of measures consider problems where
(parts of-) the state space have properties that change
over time, can not be learned accurately, or require
much more data than other parts given a particular
learning algorithm. Efficient learning in those situa-
tions will require to balance exploration so that re-
sources are assigned according to the difficulty of the
task. In those cases where this prior information is
available, it can be directly incorporated in the previ-
ous methods. The increase in complexity may result in
computationally expensive algorithms. When the un-
derlying structure is completely unknown, it might be
difficult to find proper models to take into account all
the uncertainty. And even for the case where there is a
generative model that explains the data, its complexity
will be very high.
Let us use a simple analogy to illustrate the main
idea behind empirical measures. Signal theory tells us
what is the sampling rate required to accurately re-
construct a signal with a limited bandwidth. To esti-
mate several signals, an optimal allocation of sampling
resources would require the knowledge of each signal
bandwidth. Without this knowledge, it is necessary
to estimate simultaneously the signal and the optimal
sampling rate, see Figure 6. Although for this simple
case one can imagine how to create such an algorithm,
the formalization of more complex problems might be
difficult. Indeed, in real applications it is quite com-
mon to encounter similar problems. For instance, a
robot might be able to recover the map in most parts
of the environment but fail in the presence of mirrors.
Or, a visual attention system might end up spending
most of its time looking at a tv set showing static.
The first attempt to develop empirical measures was
made by (Schmidhuber, 1991a; Schmidhuber, 1991b)
in which an agent could model its own expectation
about how future experiences can improve model learn-
ing. After this seminal paper, several measures to em-
pirically estimate how can data improve task learning
have been proposed and a integrated view can be seen
in (Oudeyer et al., 2007). To note that if there is an
accurate generative model of the data, then empirical
measures reduce to standard methods, see for instance
the generalization of Rmax method (Brafman and Ten-
nenholtz, 2003) to the use of empirical measures in
(Lopes et al., 2012).
In more concrete terms empirical measure rely not
on the statistical properties of a generative data model,
but on tracking the evolution of the quality of estima-
tion, see Figure 4.
A simple empirical measure of learning progress ζ
can be made by estimating the variation of the esti-
mated prediction error. If we consider a loss model L
for the learning problem as: L(Tˆ ;D), where T is the
true model and D is the observed data. Putting an ab-
solute threshold directly on the loss is hard. Note that
the predictive error has the entropy of the true dis-
tribution as a lower bound, which is unknown (Cohn
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Figure 4: Intrinsic motivation systems rely on the use
of empirical measure of learning progress to select ac-
tions to promise higher learning gains. Instead of con-
sidering complex statistical generative models of the
data, the actual results obtained by the learning sys-
tem are tracked and used to create an estimator of the
learning progress. From (Oudeyer et al., 2007).
et al., 1996). Therefore, these methods drive explo-
ration based on the learning progress instead of the
current learner accuracy. Using the change in loss they
may gain robustness by becoming independent of the
loss’ absolute value and can potentially detect time-
varying conditions (Oudeyer et al., 2007; Lopes et al.,
2012).
We can define ζ in terms of the change in the (empir-
ically estimated) loss as follows. Let D−k denote the
experiences in D except the last k and Tˆ −k is the tran-
sition model learned from the reduced data-set D−ks,a .
We define ζˆ ≈ L(Tˆ −k;D)−L(Tˆ ;D). This estimates to
which extent the last k experiences help to learn a bet-
ter model as evaluated over the complete data. Thus,
if ζˆ is small, then the last k visitations in the data-set
D did not have a significant effect on improving Tˆ . To
note that finding a good estimator for the expected
loss is not trivial and resampling methods might be
required (Lopes et al., 2012). See also (Oudeyer et al.,
2007) for different definitions of learning progress.
2.7 Solving strategies
The optimal exploration problem defined in Eq. 1 is
in its most general case computationally intractable.
Note that we aim at finding a exploration policy, or
an algorithm, that is able to minimize the amount of
data required while minimizing the loss. In Fig. 1
that would amount to choose among all the possible
trajectories, of equivalent cost, the ones that provide
the best fit. Furthermore, common statistical learning
theory does not directly apply to most active learning
algorithms and it is difficult to obtain theoretical guar-
antees about their properties. The main reason is that
most theory on learning relies on the assumption that
data is acquired randomly, i.e. the training data comes
from the some distribution as the real data, while in
active learning the agents itself chooses the next data
point.
2.7.1 Theoretical guarantees for binary search
Despite previous remarks, there are several cases where
it is possible to show that active learning provides a
gain and obtain some guarantees. (Castro and Novak,
2008; Balcan et al., 2008) identify the expected gains
that active learning can give in different classes of prob-
lems. For instance, (Dasgupta, 2005; Dasgupta, 2011)
studied the problem of actively finding the optimal
threshold on a line for a separable classification prob-
lem. A binary search applied to this problem yields
an exponential gain in sample efficiency. In what con-
ditions, and for which problems this gain still hold is
currently under study. As discussed by the authors,
in the worst case it might still be necessary to classify
the whole dataset to identify the best possible clas-
sifier. However, if we consider the average case and
consider the expected learning quality for finite sam-
ple sizes, results show that we can get exponential im-
provements over random exploration. Indeed, other
authors have shown that generalized binary search al-
gorithms can be derived for more complex learning
problems (Nowak, 2011; Melo and Lopes, 2013).
2.7.2 Greedy methods
Many practical solutions are greedy, i.e. they only look
at maximizing directly a function. We note the differ-
ence between a greedy approach that directly maxi-
mizes a function an a myopic approach that ignores
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the long-term effects of those choices. As we dis-
cuss now, there are cases where greedy methods are
not myopic. The question is how far are greedy solu-
tions from the optimal exploration strategy. This is in
general a complex combinatorial problem. If the loss
function being minimized has some structural prop-
erties, then some guarantees can be found that re-
late the sample complexity of a given algorithm with
the possible best polynomial time algorithm. Under
this approach the submodular property has been ex-
tensively used (Krause and Guestrin, 2005; Golovin
et al., 2010b; Golovin and Krause, 2010; Maillard,
2012). Submodular functions are functions that ob-
serve the diminishing return property, i.e. if B ⊂ A
then F (A ∪ {x})− F (A) ≥ F (B ∪ {x})− F (B). This
means that choosing a datapoint sooner during the op-
timization will always provide equal or more informa-
tion than the same point later on.
A theorem from (Nemhauser et al., 1978) says that
for monotonic submodular functions, the value of the
function for the set obtained with the greedy algorithm
G(Dg) is close, (1 − 1/e), to the value of the optimal
set G(DOPT ). This means that if we would solve the
combinatorial problem, the solution we get with the
greedy algorithm is at most 33% below the true opti-
mal solution.
Unfortunately not all problems are submodular.
First, some target functions are not submodular. Sec-
ond, online learning methods introduce bias since the
order of the data changes the active learning results.
Third, some problems cannot be solved using a greedy
approach. For these problems a greedy algorithm
can be exponentially bad (worst than random explo-
ration). Also, a common situation is to have submod-
ular problems given some unknown parameters with-
out which it is not possible to use a the greedy algo-
rithm. In this situation it is necessary to take an explo-
ration/exploitation strategy to explore the parameter
space to gather information about the properties of the
loss function and and then exploit it.
2.7.3 Approximate Exploration
The most general case as shown in Figure 1 is not sub-
modular and the best solution rely of PAC-bounds.
Two of the most influential works on the topics are: E3
(Kearns and Singh, 2002) and R-max (Brafman and
Tennenholtz, 2003). Both take into account how often
a state-action pair has been visited to decide if further
exploration is needed or if the model can be trusted
enough (in a PAC setting) to be used for planning pur-
poses. With different technical details both algorithms
guaranty that with high-probability the system learns
a policy whose value is close to the optimal one. Some
other approaches consider limited look-ahead planning
to approximately solve this problem (Sim and Roy,
2005; Krause and Guestrin, 2007).
2.7.4 No-regret
In the domain of multi-armed bandits several algo-
rithms have been developed that can solve the opti-
mization (Victor Gabillon et al., 2011) or the learning
(Carpentier et al., 2011) problem with the best possi-
ble regret sometime taking into account specific knowl-
edge about the statistical properties of each arm, but
in many cases taken a distribution free approach (Auer
et al., 2003).
3 Exploration
In this section we present the main approaches of active
learning, particularly focused in systems with physi-
cal restrictions, i.e. where the cost depends on the
state. This section organizes the literature accord-
ing to what is being selected as policy for exploration.
The distinctions are not clear in some cases, and some
works include aspects of more than one problem, or
can be seen in different perspectives. We consider
three different parts: greedy selection of points where
C(at|at−1) = C(at) and considering a selection among
an infinite set of points or among a finite set, the last
part considers the cases where the selection takes ex-
plicitly into account C(at|at−1) and longer time hori-
zons. There is already a great variety of approaches
but mainly the division corresponds to classical ac-
tive learning, multi-armed bandits and exploration-
exploitation in reinforcement learning. We are inter-
ested in applications related to general autonomous
agents and will only consider approaches focused on
the classical active learning methods if they provide a
novel idea.
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Figure 5: Approximating a sinus varying p in a one
dimensional input space representing a robot actively
learning which object locating afford a more success-
ful grasp. (a) Robotic setup. (b) Estimated mean.
The blue points are the observations generated from
a Bernoulli experiment, using the true p (blue line).
Failures are represented by crosses and successes by
circles. The red line with marks is the approximated
mean computed from the posterior. (b) Predicted pos-
terior beta distributions for each point along x. From
(Montesano and Lopes, 2012).
3.1 Single-Point Exploration
This section describes works that, at each time step,
choose which is the single best observation point to ex-
plore without any explicit long term planning. This is
the most common setting in active learning for func-
tion approximation problems (Settles, 2009), with ex-
amples ranging from vehicle detection (Sivaraman and
Trivedi, 2010), object recognition (Kapoor et al., 2007)
among others. Note that, as seen in Section 2.7, in
some cases information measures were defined where a
greedy choice is (quasi-) optimal. Figure 5 provides an
example of this setting where a robot is able to try to
grasp an object at any point to learn the probability
of success, at each new trial the robot can still choose
amongst the same (infinite) set of grasping points.
3.1.1 Learning reliability of actions
An example of the use of active learning under this set-
ting, and with particular interest for physical systems,
is to learn the reliability of actions. For instance, it has
been suggested that grasping could be addressed by
learning a function that relates a set of visual features
with the probability of grasp success when a robot tries
to grasp at those points (Saxena et al., 2006). This
process requires a large database of synthetically gen-
erated grasping points (as initially suggested by (Sax-
ena et al., 2006)), or alternatively to actively search
and select where to apply grasping actions to esti-
mate their success (Salganicoff et al., 1996; Morales
et al., 2004). Another approach, proposed by (Mon-
tesano and Lopes, 2009; Montesano and Lopes, 2012)
(see also Figure 5), derived a kernel based algorithm to
predict the probability of a successful grasp together
with its uncertainty based on Beta priors. Another ap-
proach used Gaussian process to model directly proba-
bility densities of successful grasps (Detry et al., 2009).
Clearly such success probabilities depend on the grasp-
ing policy is being applied, and a combination of the
two will be required to learn the best grasping strategy
(Kroemer et al., 2009; Kroemer et al., 2010).
Another example is to learn several terrain proper-
ties in mobile robots such as obstacle detection and
terrain classification. (Dima et al., 2004) use active
learning to request human users the correct labels of
extensive datasets acquired by robots using density
measures. Also using multiview approaches (Dima and
Hebert, 2005). Another property exploited by other
authors is the traversability of given regions (Ugur
et al., 2007).
A final example considers how to optimize the pa-
rameters of a controller whose results can only be eval-
uated as success or failure (Tesch et al., 2013). The
authors rely on Bayesian optimization to select which
parameters are still expected to provide higher proba-
bilities of success.
3.1.2 Learning general input-output relations
Several works explore different ways to learn input-
ouputs maps. A simple case is to learn forward-
backward kinematic or dynamical models of robots but
it can also be the effects of time extended policies such
as walking.
To learn the dynamical model of a robot, (Martinez-
Cantin et al., 2010) considered how to select which
measure to gather next to improve the model. The
authors consider a model parameterized by the loca-
tion and orientation of a rigid body and their goal is
to learn such parameters as fast as possible. They rely
on uncertainty measures such as a-optimality.
For non-parametric models several works learn dif-
ferent models of the robotic kinematic, using either
nearest-neighbors (Baranes and Oudeyer, 2012) or
local-linear maps (Rolf et al., 2011). Empirical mea-
sures of learning progress were used by (Baranes and
Oudeyer, 2012) and (Rolf et al., 2011).
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3.1.3 Policies
Another example is to learn what action to apply in
any given situation. In many cases this is learned from
user input. This setting will be discussed in detail in
Section 5.3.
(Chernova and Veloso, 2009) considering support
vector machines as the classification method. The au-
thors consider the confidence on the prediction of the
SVM and while the robot is moving it will query the
teacher when that confidence is low.
Under the formalism of inverse reinforcement learn-
ing, queries are made to a user that allow to infer the
correct reward (Lopes et al., 2009b; Melo and Lopes,
2010; Cohn et al., 2010; Cohn et al., 2011; Judah et al.,
2012). Initial sample complexity results show that this
approaches can indeed provide gains on the average
case (Melo and Lopes, 2013).
3.2 Multi-Armed Bandits
This section discusses works that, similarly to the pre-
vious section, solely choose a single exploration point.
The main difference is that we consider here the set-
ting where this choice is discrete, or categorical. There
are several learning problems that fall under this set-
ting: environmental sensing and online sensor selec-
tion, multi-task learning, online selection of learn-
ing/exploration strategy, among others (see Table 3).
There are two main origins for this different set of
choices. One is that the problem is intrinsically dis-
crete. For instance the system can either be able to
select among a set of different sensors, different learn-
ing algorithms (Baram et al., 2004; Hoffman et al.,
2011; Hester et al., 2013), or being interested in learn-
ing from among a set of discrete tasks (Barto et al.,
2004). Another case is when the discretization is made
to simplify the exploration problem in a continuous
space, reducing the cases presented in Section 3.1 to a
MAB problem. Examples include environmental sens-
ing where the state is partitioned for computational
purposes (Krause et al., 2008), or learning dynamical
models of robots where the partition is created on-
line based on the similarities of the function properties
at each location (Oudeyer et al., 2005; Barane`s and
Oudeyer, 2009) (see Figure 6). In all cases the goal is
to learn a function in all domain by learning a func-
tion in each partial domain. Or to learn the relation of
all the choices with their outputs. For a limited time
horizon the best overall learning must be obtained.
In the recently introduced strategic student problem
(Lopes and Oudeyer, 2012), the authors provide an
unified view of these problems, following a computa-
tional approach similar to (Baram et al., 2004; Hoff-
man et al., 2011; Baranes and Oudeyer, 2012). After
having a finite set of different possible choices that can
be explored, both problems can be approached in the
same way and relying on variants of the EXP4 algo-
rithm (Auer et al., 2003). This algorithm considers
adversarial bandit settings and relies on a collection of
experts. The algorithm has zero regret on the choice
of experts and each expert will track the recent quality
of each choice.
We note that most algorithms for MAB were defined
for the exploration-exploitation setting, but there are
cases where there is a pure-exploration problem. The
main difference is that if we define the learning im-
provement as reward, this reward will change with
time, as sampling the same location will reduce its
value. It is worth to note that if the reward function
were known then most of these cases could be reduced
to a submodular optimization where a greedy heuris-
tic is quasi-optimal. When this is not the case then
a MAB algorithm must be used to ensure proper ex-
ploration of all the arms (Lopes and Oudeyer, 2012;
Golovin et al., 2010a).
One interesting aspect to note is that, in most of
cases, the optimal strategy is non-stationary. That is,
for different time instants, the percentage of time ap-
plied to each choice is different. We can see that there
is a developmental progression from learning simpler
topics to more complex ones. Even at the extreme
cases where with little amount of time some choices are
not studied at all. These results confirms the heuris-
tics of learning progress given by (Schmidhuber, 1991b;
Oudeyer et al., 2007). Both works considered that at
any time instant the learner must sample the task that
has given a larger benefit in the recent past. For the
case at hand we can see that the solution is to probe,
at any time instant, the task whose learning curve has
an higher derivative, and for smooth learning curves
both criteria are equivalent.
We will now present some works that do active ex-
ploration by selecting among a finite set of choices.
We divide the approaches in terms of choosing differ-
ent (sub-) tasks or different strategies to explore, or
learn a single task. Clearly this division depends on
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Figure 6: An example of a regression problem where
the properties of the function to be learned vary along
space. An optimal sampling of such signal will be non-
uniform and could be solved efficiently if the signal
properties were known. Without such information ex-
ploration strategies must be devised that learn simul-
taneously the properties of the signal and sample it
efficiently. See (Lopes and Oudeyer, 2012) for a dis-
cussion. From (Oudeyer and Kaplan, 2007).
different nomenclatures and on how the problems are
formulated.
3.2.1 Multiple (Sub-)Tasks
In this case we considered that there is a set of pos-
sible choices to be made that correspond to learning
a different (sub-)task. This set can be pre-defined, or
acquired autonomously (see Section 4), to have a large
dictionary of skills that can be used in different sit-
uations or to create complex hierarchical controllers
(Barto et al., 2004; Byrne, 2002)
Multi-task problems have been considered in classi-
fication tasks (Qi et al., 2008; Reichart et al., 2008).
Here active learning methods are used to improve not
only one task, but the overall quality of the different
tasks.
More interestingly for our discussion are the works
from (Singh et al., 2005; Oudeyer et al., 2007). The
authors divide the problem of learning complex agent-
environment tasks into learning a set of macro-action,
or predictive models, in an autonomous way (see Sec-
tion 4). These initial problems took very naive ap-
proaches and were latter improved with more efficient
methods. (Oudeyer et al., 2007) initially considered
that each parameter region gave a different learning
gain, and the one that were given the highest gain was
selected. Taking into account the previous discussion
we know that a better exploration strategy must be
applied and the authors considered more robust mea-
sures and created a stochastic policy to provide ef-
ficient results in high-dimensional problems (Baranes
and Oudeyer, 2012). More recently (Maillard, 2012)
introduce a new formulation of the problem and a new
algorithm with specific regret bounds. The initial work
of (Singh et al., 2005) lead to further improvements.
The measures of progress that guide the selection of the
macro action that is to be chosen started to consider
the change in value function during learning (S¸ims¸ek
and Barto, 2006). Similar ideas were applied to learn
affordances (Hart and Grupen, 2013) where different
controllers and their validity regions are learned fol-
lowing their learning progress.
In distributed sensing it is required to estimate
which sensors provide the most information about a
environmental quantity. Typically this quantity is
time varying and the goal is to actively estimate which
sensors provide more information. When using a gaus-
sian process as function approximation it is impor-
tant to consider exploration to find the property of
the kernel and then, for known parameters of the
kernel, a simple offline policy provides optimal re-
sults (Krause and Guestrin, 2007). This partition in
a finite set of choices allows to derive more efficient
exploration/sensing strategies and still ensure tight
bounds (Krause et al., 2008; Golovin and Krause, 2010;
Golovin et al., 2010a).
3.2.2 Multiple Strategies
The other big perspective is to consider that the
choices are the different methods that can be used to
learn from the task, in this case a single-task is of-
ten considered. This learning how to learn approach
makes explicit that a learning problem is extremely
depending on the method to collect the data and the
algorithm used to learn the task.
Other approaches include the choice among the dif-
ferent teachers that are available to be observed (Price
and Boutilier, 2003) where some of them might not
even be cooperative (Shon et al., 2007), or even choose
between looking/asking for a teacher demonstration or
doing self-exploration (Nguyen and Oudeyer, 2012).
Another approach considers the problem of having
different representation and selecting the best one.
The representation that gives more progress will be
used more frequently (Konidaris and Barto, 2008;
Maillard et al., 2011).
The previous mentioned work of (Lopes and
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Oudeyer, 2012) showed also that the same algorithm
can be used to select online which exploration strat-
egy was best to learn faster the transition probabil-
ity model of an MDP. The authors compared R-Max,
 − greedy and random. A similar approach was sug-
gested by (Castronovo et al., 2012) where a list of
possible exploration reward is proposed and a given
arm bandit is assigned to each one. Both works took
a simplified approach by considering that reset ac-
tions were available and the choices were only made
at the beginning of each episode. This limitation was
recently improved by considering that the agent can
evaluate and select online the best exploration strate-
gies (Hester et al., 2013). In this work the authors
relied on a factored representation of an MDP (Hester
and Stone, 2012) and using many different exploration
bonuses they were able to define a large set of explo-
ration strategies. The new algorithm at each instant
computes the gain in reward for the selected explo-
ration strategy and simultaneously the expected gain
for all the other strategies using an importance sam-
pling idea. Using such expected gains the system can
select online the best strategy given better results than
any single exploration strategy would do.
3.3 Long-term exploration
We now consider active exploration strategies in which
the whole trajectory is considered within the optimiza-
tion criteria instead of planning only a single step
ahead. A real world example is the one of selecting
informative paths for environmental monitoring, see
Figure 7.
We divide this section in two parts. A first part en-
titled Exploration in Dynamical Systems considering
exploration where the dynamical constraints of the sys-
tem are taken into account and another, that consid-
ers similar aspects, specific to Reinforcement Learning
and Markov Decision Processes. We make this distinc-
tion due to the different communities, formalisms and
metrics commonly used in each domain.
3.3.1 Exploration in Dynamical Systems
The most representative example of such a problem is
one of the best studied problems in robotics: simulta-
neous localization and mapping (SLAM). The goal is
to build a map of an unknown environment while keep-
ing track of the robot position within it. Early works
Figure 7: In environmental monitoring it is necessary
to find the trajectories that provide the more criti-
cal information about different variables. Selecting the
most informative trajectories based on the space and
time variation and the physical restrictions on of the
mobile sensors is a very complex problem. The figures
show the trajectories followed by simulated aerial vehi-
cles, samples are only allowed inside the US territory.
Courtesy from (Marchant and Ramos, 2012).
focused on active localization given an a priori map. In
this case, the objective is to actively move the robot
to obtain a better localization. In (Fox et al., 1998)
the belief over the robot position and orientation was
obtained using a Monte Carlo algorithm. Actions are
chosen based on a utility function based on the ex-
pected entropy of the robot location. A set of prede-
fined relative motions are considered and only moving
costs are considered.
The first attempts to actively explore the environ-
ment during SLAM aimed to maximize the expected
information gain (Feder et al., 1999; Bourgault et al.,
2002; Stachniss and Burgard, 2003; Stachniss et al.,
2005). The implementation details depend on the on-
board sensors (e.g. sonar or laser), the SLAM repre-
sentation (feature based or grid maps) and the tech-
nique (EKF, Monte Carlo). For instance, in (Feder
et al., 1999) an EKF was used to represent the robot lo-
cation and the map features measured using sonar. Ac-
tions were selected to minimize the total area of error
ellipses for the robot and each landmark, by reducing
the expected covariance matrix at the next time step.
For grid maps, similar ideas have been developed us-
ing mutual information (Stachniss and Burgard, 2003)
and it is even possible to combine both representa-
tions (Bourgault et al., 2002) using a weighted crite-
ria. Most of the previous approaches consider just a
single step ahead, have to discretize the action space
or ignore the information that will be obtained dur-
ing the path and its effect in the quality of the map.
A more elaborated strategy was proposed in (Sim and
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Table 3: Formulation of several Machine Learning problems as a Strategic Student Problem.
Prob. Choices Topics References
reg. n Regions n Functions (Baranes and Oudeyer, 2010; Baranes and Oudeyer, 2012)
mdp n Environment n Environments (Barto et al., 2004; Oudeyer et al., 2005; Oudeyer et al., 2007)
reg. n Environment n Environments (Lopes and Oudeyer, 2012)
reg. Control or Task Space Direct/Inv. Model (Baranes and Oudeyer, 2012; Jamone et al., 2011; Rolf et al., 2011)
mdp Exploration strategies 1 Environment (Baram et al., 2004; Krause et al., 2008; Lopes and Oudeyer, 2012)
mdp n Teachers 1 Environment (Price and Boutilier, 2003; Shon et al., 2007)
reg. Teacher,self-exploration 1 Function (Nguyen and Oudeyer, 2012)
mdp n Representations 1 Environment (Konidaris and Barto, 2008; Maillard et al., 2011)
Roy, 2005) where an a-optimality criterion over the
whole trajectory was used. To make the problem com-
putationally tractable, only a set of predefined trajec-
tories is considered using breadth-first search. The
work in (Martinez-Cantin et al., 2007) directly aims
to estimate the trajectory (i.e. a policy) in a contin-
uous action-state space taking into account the cost
to go there and all the information gathered in the
path (Martinez-Cantin et al., 2007). The policies are
parameterized using way-points and the optimization
is done over the latter. Some works explore similar
ideas in the context of navigation and obstacle avoid-
ance. For instance, (Kneebone and Dearden, 2009)
uses a POMDP framework to incorporate uncertainty
into Rapid Random Trees planning. The resulting pol-
icy takes into account the information the robot will
obtain while executing the plan. Hence, the map is
implicitly refined during the plan resulting in an im-
proved model of the environment.
The active mapping approaches described above
deal mainly with mapping environments with obsta-
cles. However, similar ideas have been used to map
other phenomena such as rough terrain, gas concen-
tration or other environmental monitoring tasks. In
this setting, robots allow to cover larger areas and to
reconfigure the sensor network dynamically during op-
eration. This makes active strategies even more rele-
vant than in traditional mapping. Robots must decide
where, when and what to sample to accurately mon-
itor the quantities of interest. In this domain it is
important to consider learning non-stationary space-
time models (Krause and Guestrin, 2007; Garg et al.,
2012). By exploiting submodularity it is possible to
compute efficient paths for multiple robots assuring
that they will gather information in a set of regions
(Singh et al., 2007). Without relying on a particular
division into regions, but without any proven bounds,
(Marchant and Ramos, 2012) used Bayesian optimiza-
tion tools to find an informative path in a space-time
model.
3.3.2 Exploration / Exploitation
Another setting where the learner actively plans its
actions to improve learning is in reinforcement learn-
ing (see an early review on the topic (Thrun, 1992)).
In this general setting the agent is not just learning
but is simultaneously being evaluated on its actions.
This means that the errors made during learning count
towards the global evaluation. In the Reinforcement
learning (RL) approaches this is the most common set-
ting. Under our taxonomy here the problem is also the
one more challenging as the choice of where to explore
next depends on the current location and the system
has to take into account the way to travel to such lo-
cations.
As discussed before, this most general case, as shown
in Figure 1, is not submodular and there is not hope
to find a computationally efficient method to solve it
exactly. Initial proposals considered the uncertainty
in the models and guided exploration based on this
uncertainty and other measures such as recency of vis-
its. The authors then proposed that a never-ending
exploration strategy could be made that incorporates
knowledge about already well know states and novel
ones. (Schmidhuber et al., 1997; Wiering and Schmid-
huber, 1998).
The best solutions, with theoretical guarantees, aim
at finding efficient algorithms that have an high-
probability of finding a solution that is approximately
correct, following the standard probably approxi-
mately correct learning (PAC) (Strehl and Littman,
2008; Strehl et al., 2009). Two of the most influen-
tial works on the topic are: E3 (Kearns and Singh,
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2002) and R-max (Brafman and Tennenholtz, 2003).
Both take into account how often a state-action pair
has been visited to decide how much further explo-
ration must be done. Specifically, for the case of R-
max (Brafman and Tennenholtz, 2003), the algorithm
divides the states into known and unknown based on
the number of visits made. This number is defined
based on general bounds for having a high certainty
on the correct transition and reward model. Then the
algorithm proceeds by considering a surrogate reward
function that is R-max in unknown states and the ob-
served reward in known states. For a further analysis
an more recent algorithm see the discussion in (Strehl
and Littman, 2008).
PAC-RL measures consider that most of the times
the agent will be executing a policy that is close to
the optimal one. An alternative view is to see if the
cumulative reward is close to the best one, as in the
notion of regret. Such regret measure have been al-
ready generate some RL algorithms (Salganicoff and
Ungar, 1995; Ortner, 2007; Jaksch et al., 2010).
Yet another approach considers Bayesian RL (Dear-
den et al., 1998; Poupart et al., 2006; Vlassis et al.,
2012; Sorg et al., 2010c). In this formalism the agents
aims at finding a policy that is (close to) optimal taking
into account the model uncertainty. The resulting poli-
cies solve implicitly the exploration-exploitation prob-
lem. Bayesian RL exploits prior knowledge about the
transition dynamics to reason explicitly about the un-
certainty of the estimated model. Bayesian exploration
bonus (BEB) approach (Kolter and Ng, 2009) mixes
the ideas of Bayesian RL with R-max where the state
are not explicitly separated between known and un-
known but instead each state get a bonus proportion-
ally to the uncertainty in the model. The authors were
able to show that this algorithm approximates the -
hard to compute - bayesian optimal solution.
A recent approach considered how can R-max be
generalized for the case where each different state
might have different statistical properties (Lopes et al.,
2012). Specially in the case where the different prop-
erties are not known, empirical measures of learning
progress have been proposed to allow the system to
balance online the exploration necessary to verify the
PAC-MDP conditions.
As a generalization of exploration methods in re-
inforcement learning, such as (Brafman and Tennen-
holtz, 2003), ideas have been suggested such as plan-
ning to be surprised (Sun et al., 2011) or the combi-
nation of empirical learning progress with visit counts
(Hester and Stone, 2012). This aspect will be further
explored in Section 4.
We note also that the ideas and algorithms for ex-
ploration/exploitation are not limited to finite state
representations, there have been recent results extend-
ing them to to POMDPs (Fox and Tennenholtz, 2007;
Jaulmes et al., 2005; Doshi et al., 2008), Gaussian Pro-
cess Dynamical Systems (Jung and Stone, 2010), struc-
tured domains (Hester and Stone, 2012; Nouri and
Littman, 2010), and relational problems (Lang et al.,
2010).
Most of the previous approaches are optimistic in
the face of uncertainty. In the real world most of the
times exploration must be done in incremental and safe
ways due to the physical limits and security issues. In
most cases process are not ergodic and care must be
made. Safe exploration techniques have started to be
developed (Moldovan and Abbeel, 2012). In this work
the system is able to know if an exploration step can
be reversed. This means that the robot can see ahead
and estimate if it can return to the previous location.
Results show that the exploration trajectory followed
is different from other methods but allows the system
to explore only the safe parts of the environment.
3.4 Others
There are other exploration methods that do not fit
well in the previously defined structure, in most cases
because they do not model explicitly the uncertainty.
Relevant examples consider policy search and active
vision. Other cases combine different methods to ac-
complish different goals.
3.4.1 Mixed Approaches
There are several methods that include several levels of
active learning to accomplish complex tasks, see Figure
8.
In (Martinez-Cantin et al., 2009; Martinez-Cantin
et al., 2010) the authors want to learn a dynamical
model of a robot arm, or a good map of the environ-
ment, with the minimum amount of data. For this
it is necessary to find a trajectory, consisting of a se-
quence of via-points, that reduces the uncertainty on
the estimator as fast as possible. The main difficulty
is that this is in itself a computationally expensive
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Figure 8: Several problem require the use of active
learning at several different levels and/or time scales.
Here is the examples of the SAGG-RIAC architecture.
The structure is composed of two parts: a higher level
for selecting target goals, and a lower level, which con-
siders the active choice of the controllers to reach such
goals. The system allows to explore the space of reach-
able goals and learn the controllers required to reach
them in a more efficient way. From (Baranes and
Oudeyer, 2012).
problem, and if it is to be used in real time, then ef-
ficient Bayesian optimization techniques must be used
(Brochu et al., 2010).
Another examples is the SAGG-RIAC architecture
(Baranes and Oudeyer, 2012). In this system a hi-
erarchy of forward models are learned and for this it
actively makes choices at two levels: in a goal space, it
chooses what topic/region to sample (i.e. which goal
to set), and in a control space, it chooses which motor
commands to sample to improve its know-how towards
goals chosen at the higher level.
We can also view the works of (Kroemer et al., 2009;
Kroemer et al., 2010) as having a level of active explo-
ration of good grasping points and another level of im-
plicit exploration to find the best grasping strategies.
3.4.2 Implicit exploration
Learning in robots and data collection are always inter-
twined. Even if such data collection process is explicit
in many cases, other situations, even if strongly de-
pendent on that same process, address it only in an
implicit way or as a side-effect of an optimization pro-
cess (Deisenroth et al., 2013). The most noteworthy
example are all policy gradient methods and similar
approaches (Sutton et al., 2000; Kober et al., 2013).
In these methods the learner tries to directly optimize
a policy given experiments and the corresponding as-
sociated reward. Some methods consider stochastic
policies and the noise on the policy is used to perform
exploration and collect data (Peters et al., 2005). The
exploration reduces under the same process that ad-
just the parameters to improve the expected reward.
Another line of research is to use more classical meth-
ods of optimization to find the best set of parameters
that maximize a reward function (Stulp and Sigaud,
2012). Recently, and using a more accurate model of
uncertainty it is possible to use Bayesian optimization
methods to search for the best policy parameters that
result in the highest success rate (Tesch et al., 2013).
3.4.3 Active Perception
Another common use of the word active is in active
perception. Initially it was introduced because many
computer vision problems become easier if more than
one images is available or even a stream of video. An
active motion of the camera can make such extra in-
formation much easier to discover. More recently it
was motivated by the possibilities opened by having
a robot acting in the environment to discover world
properties.
This idea has been applied to segment object and
learn about their properties (Fitzpatrick et al., 2003),
disambiguate and model articulated objects (Katz
et al., 2008), disambiguate sound (Berglund and Sitte,
2005), among others. Attention can also be seen as
an instance of active perception, (Meger et al., 2008)
presents an attention system and learning in a real
environment to learn about object using SIFTs and fi-
nally, in highly cluttered environments active approach
can also provide significant gains (van Hoof et al.,
2012).
3.5 Open Challenges
Under the label of exploration we considered several
domains that include standard active learning, explo-
ration and exploitation problems, multi-armed bandits
and general online learning problems. All these prob-
lems have already a large research body but there are
still many open challenges.
Clearly a great deal of work is still necessary to ex-
pand the classes of problem that can be actively sam-
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pled in an efficient way. In all the settings we de-
scribed there exist already many different approaches,
many of them with formal guarantees. Nevertheless,
for any particular instance of a problem it is not clear
what method is the most efficient in practice, or how
to synthesize the exploration strategies from a problem
domain description.
Some of the heuristics and methods, and also many
of the hypothesis and models, proposed in the develop-
mental communities can be natural extensions to the
active learning setting. For instance there is a very
limited research on active learning for more complex
models such as time-variant problems, domains with
heteroscedastic noise and properties (see many of the
differences in Table 4).
4 Curiosity
Most active approaches for learning address the prob-
lem of learning a single, well defined, task as fast as
possible. Some of the examples given, such as safe
exploration, already showed that in many cases there
is a multi-criteria goal to be fulfilled. In a truly au-
tonomous and intelligent system knowing what tasks
are worth exploring or even which tasks are to be
learned is a ill-defined problem.
In the 50s and 60s researchers started to be amazed
by the amount of time children and primates spend in
tasks that do not have a clear objective return. This
spontaneous motivation to explore and intrinsic curios-
ity to novelty (Berlyne, 1960) challenged utilitarian
perspectives on behavior. The main question is why
do so many animals have a long period of playing and
are curious, activities that in many perspectives can be
considered risky and useless? One important reason
seems to be that is this intrinsic motivation that will
create situations for learning that will be useful in fu-
ture situations (Baldassarre, 2011; Singh et al., 2009),
only after going through school will that knowledge
have some practical benefit. Intelligent agents are not
myopically optimizing their behavior but also gather-
ing a large set of perceptual, motor, and cognitive skills
that will have a benefit in a large set of possible future
tasks. A major problem is how to define a criteria of
what a successful learning is if the task is just to ex-
plore for the sake of pure exploration. Some hypothesis
can be made that this stage results from an evolution-
ary process that leads to a better performance in a
class of problems (Singh et al., 2010b). Or that intrin-
sic motivation is a way to deal with bounded agents
where maximizing the objective reward would be too
difficult (Singh et al., 2010a; Sorg et al., 2010a). Even
for very limited time spans where an agent wants to
select a single action, there are many somewhat contra-
dictory mechanisms for attention and curiosity (Got-
tlieb, 2012). An agent might have preferences for: spe-
cific stimuli; actions to promise bigger learning gains;
selecting actions that provide the required information
for reward prediction/gathering.
The idea of assuming that the future will bring new
unknown tasks can be operationalized even in a single
domain. Consider a dynamical environment (defined
as a MDP) where there is a training phase of unknown
length. In one approach the agent progressively learns
how to reach all the states that can be reached in 1
step. After being sufficiently sure that it found all such
states and has a good enough policy to reach them
the system increases the number of steps and starts
the process. This work, suggested by (Auer et al.,
2011; Lim and Auer, 2012), shows that it is possible
to address such problem and still ensure formal regret
bounds. Under different formalisms we can also see
the POWERPLAY system as a way to increasingly
augment the complexity of already explained problems
(Schmidhuber, 2011). The approach from (Baranes
and Oudeyer, 2012) can also be seen in this perspective
where the space of policy parameters is explored in an
increasing order of complexity.
One of the earliest works that tried to operational-
ize these concepts was made by (Schmidhuber, 1991b).
More recently several researchers have extended the
study to many other domains (Schmidhuber, 1995;
Schmidhuber, 2006; Singh et al., 2005; Oudeyer et al.,
2007). Research in this field has considered new prob-
lems such as: situations where parts of the state space
are unlearnable (Barane`s and Oudeyer, 2009; Baranes
and Oudeyer, 2012); guide exploration in different
spaces (Baranes and Oudeyer, 2012); environmen-
tal changes (Lopes et al., 2012); empirical measures
of learning progress (Schmidhuber, 2006; Oudeyer
et al., 2007; Barane`s and Oudeyer, 2009; Baranes and
Oudeyer, 2012; Hester et al., 2013; Lopes et al., 2012);
limited agents (Singh et al., 2010a; Sorg et al., 2010a;
Sequeira et al., 2011); open-ended problems (Singh
et al., 2005; Oudeyer et al., 2007); autonomous dis-
covery of good representations (Luciw et al., 2011);
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and selecting efficient exploration policies (Lopes and
Oudeyer, 2012; Hester et al., 2013).
Some of these ideas are natural extensions to the ac-
tive learning setting, e.g. time-variant problems, het-
eroscedastic domains but, usually due to limited for-
mal understanding, theoretical results have been lim-
ited. Table 4 shows a comparison of the main quali-
tative differences between the traditional perspective
and this more recent generalizations.
4.1 Creating Representations
A very important aspect in any learning machine is to
be able to create, or at least select, its own representa-
tions. In many cases (most?) the success of a learning
algorithm is critically dependent on the selected repre-
sentations. Any variant of feature selection is the most
common approach for the problem and it is assumed
that a large bank of features exist and the learning al-
gorithm chooses a good sub-set of them, considering
sparsity, or any other criteria. Nevertheless, the prob-
lem is not trivial and most heuristics are bound to fail
in most cases (Guyon and Elisseeff, 2003).
Some works focused just on the perceptual capabil-
ities of agents. For instance, (Meng and Lee, 2008)
grows radial basis functions to learn mappings be-
tween sensory modalities by sampling locations with
an high error. For the discussion on this document,
particularly in this section, the most relevant works
are those that not consider just what is the best rep-
resentation for a particular task, but those that have
a co-adaptation perspective and co-select the repre-
sentation and the behavior. For instance (Ruesch
and Bernardino, 2009; Schatz and Oudeyer, 2009;
Rothkopf et al., 2009) study what is the relation be-
tween the behavior of an agent and the most represen-
tative retinal distribution.
Several works consider how to learn a good repre-
sentations of the state-space of an agent while explor-
ing an environment. These learned representations are
not only good to classify regions but also to navigate
and create hierarchies of behavior (Luciw et al., 2011;
Bakker and Schmidhuber, 2004). Early works consid-
ered how a finite-automaton and an hierarchy could be
learned from data (Pierce and Kuipers, 1995).
Generalizations of those ideas consider how to detect
regularities that identify non-static world objects and
thus allowing to infer actions that change the world in
the desired ways (Modayil and Kuipers, 2007).
4.2 Bounded Rationality
There are several models of artificial curiosity, or in-
trinsic motivation systems, that, in general, guide the
behavior of the agent to novel situations. These mod-
els provide exploration bonuses, sometimes called in-
trinsic rewards, to focus attention on such novel sit-
uations. The advantages of such models for an au-
tonomous agents are, in many situations, not clear.
An interesting perspective can be that of bounded
rationality. Even if agents were able to see all the en-
vironment they might lack the reasoning and planning
capabilities to behave optimally. Another way to see
these works is to consider that the agent lives in a
POMDP problem and, for some cases, it is possible to
find a different reward function that mitigate some of
the partial observability problem.
A very interesting perspective was approached with
the definition of the optimal reward problem (Sorg
et al., 2010a). In here the authors consider that the
learning agent is limited in its reasoning capabilities.
If it tries to optimize the observed reward signal it will
be sub-optimal in the task, and so another reward is
found that allows the agent to learn the task. The au-
thors have extended their initial approach to have a
more practical algorithm using reward gradient (Sorg
et al., 2010b) and by comparing different search meth-
ods (Sorg et al., 2011). Recently the authors consid-
ered how the computational resources must be taken
into account when choosing between optimizing a new
reward or planning the next actions. Such search for
an extra reward signal can also be used to improve co-
ordination in a multi-agent scenario (Sequeira et al.,
2011).
4.3 Creating Skills
When an animal is faced with a new environment there
are an infinite number of different tasks that it might
try to achieve, e.g. learn the properties of all objects or
understand its own dynamics in this new environment.
It can be argued that there is the single goal of survival
and that any sub-division is an arbitrary construct.
We agree with this view but we consider that such
sub-division will create a set of reusable sub-goals that
might provide advantages in the single main goal.
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Table 4: Active Learning vs Artificial Curiosity
Active Learning Artificial Curiosity
Learn with reduced time/data Learn with reduced time/data
Fixed tasks Tasks change and are selected by the agent
Learnable everywhere Parts might not be learnable
Everything can be learned in the limit Not everything can be learned during a lifetime
Reduce uncertainty Improve progress
This perspective on (sub) goal creation motivated
one of the earliest computational models on intrinsic
motivated systems (Barto et al., 2004; Singh et al.,
2005), see Figure 9. There the authors, using the the-
ory of options (Sutton et al., 1999), construct new
goals (as options) every time the agent finds a new
”salient” stimuli. In this toy example turning on a
light, ringing a bell are considered reusable skills that
might have an interest on latter stages and so if a skill
is learned that reaches such state efficiently it will be
able to learn complex hierarchical skills by combining
the basic actions and the new learned skills.
The main criticism of those works is that the hierar-
chical nature of the problem was pre-designed and the
saliency of novelty measures were tuned to the prob-
lem. To solve such limitations many authors have ex-
plored ways to autonomously define which skills much
be created. Next we will discuss different approaches
that have been proposed to create new skills in various
problems.
In regression problems several authors reduced the
problem of learning a single complex task into learning
a set of multiple simpler tasks. In problems modeled as
MDPs authors have considered how to create macro-
state or macro actions that can be reused in different
problems of allow to create a complex hierarchical con-
trol system. After such division of a problem into a set
of smaller problems it is necessary to decide what to
learn at each time instant. For this, results from multi-
armed bandits can be used, see (Lopes and Oudeyer,
2012) and Section 3.2.
4.3.1 Regression Models
In problems that consist in learning forward and back-
ward maps among spaces (e.g. to learn dynamical
models of systems), authors have considered how to
incrementally create a partition of the space into re-
gions of consistent properties (Oudeyer et al., 2007;
Figure 9: The playroom domain where a set of motor
skills is incrementally created and learned resulting in
a set of reusable, and hierarchical, repertoire of skills.
(a) Playroom domain; (b) Speed of learning of various
skills; (c) The effect of intrinsically motivated learning
when extrinsic reward is present. From (Singh et al.,
2005).
Barane`s and Oudeyer, 2009). An initial theoretical
study frames such model as a multi-armed bandits over
a pre-defined hierarchical partition of the space (Mail-
lard, 2012).
The set of skills that is created by the system might
represent many different problems. Either an hierar-
chical decomposition of skills, but we can also see it
as a decomposition of a problem in several, simpler,
local problems. An example is the optimization set-
ting of (Krause et al., 2008). Here the authors try
to find which regions of a given area must be sam-
pled to provide more information about one of sev-
eral environmental conditions. It considers an already
known sub-division and learns the properties of each
one. Yet, in real world applications, the repertoire of
topics to choose from might not be provided initially or
might evolve dynamically. The aforementioned works
of (Oudeyer et al., 2007; Baranes and Oudeyer, 2012)
consider initially a single region (a prediction task in
the former and a control task in the latter) but then
automatically and continuously constructs new region,
by sub-dividing or joining previous existing ones.
In order to discover affordances of objects and new
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ways to manipulate them, (Hart et al., 2008) intro-
duces an intrinsic reward that motivates the system
to explore changes in the perceptual space. These
changes are related to different motions of the objects
upon contact from the robot arm.
A different perspective on regression methods is con-
sidering that the input space is a space of policy pa-
rameters and the output is whatever time-extended
results of applying such policy. Taking into account
this perspective, the approach from (Baranes and
Oudeyer, 2012), similarly to POWERPLAY (Schmid-
huber, 2011) and the approach from (Auer et al., 2011;
Lim and Auer, 2012), explores the policy space in an
increasing order of complexity of learning each behav-
ior.
4.3.2 MDP
In the case of problems formulated as MDPs several
researchers have defined automatic measures to create
options or other equivalent state-action abstractions,
see (Barto and Mahadevan, 2003) for an early dis-
cussion. (Mannor et al., 2004) considered approaches
such as online clustering of the state-action space using
measures of connectivity, and variance of reward val-
ues. One such connectivity measure was introduced
by (McGovern and Barto, 2001) where states that are
present in multiple paths to the goals are considered
sub-goals and an option is initiated to reach them.
These states can be seen as ”doors” connecting be-
tween high-connected parts of the state-space. Other
measures of connectivity have been suggested by (Men-
ache et al., 2002; S¸ims¸ek and Barto, 2004; S¸ims¸ek
et al., 2005; Simsek and Barto, 2008). Even before the
introduction of the options formalism, (Digney, 1998)
introduced a method that would create skills based on
reward gradients. (Hengst, 2002) exploited the fac-
tored structure of the problem to create the hierar-
chy, by measuring which factors are more predictable
and connecting that to the different levels of the hi-
erarchy. A more recent approach models the problem
as a dynamic bayesian network that explains the rela-
tion between different tasks (Jonsson and Barto, 2006).
Another perspective considers how to simultaneously
learn different representations for the high-level and
the lower level. By ensuring that neighbor states at the
lower level are clustered in the higher level, it is possi-
ble to create efficient hierarchies of behavior (Bakker
and Schmidhuber, 2004).
An alternative perspective on the creation of a set
of reusable macro actions is to exploit commonalities
in collections of policies (Thrun et al., 1995; Pickett
and Barto, 2002).
4.4 Diversity and Competence
For many learning problems we can define several
spaces of parameters, usually the input parameters and
the resulting behaviors are trivial concepts. Most of
the previous concepts can be applied in different spaces
and in many cases, and dependent on the metric of
learning, there is a decision to be made on which of
these spaces is better to use when guiding exploration.
The robot might detect salient events in perceptual
space, or generate new references, in the control space
of a robot or on the environment space. Although com-
ing from different perspectives: developmental robotics
(Baranes and Oudeyer, 2012) and evolutionary devel-
opment (Lehman and Stanley, 2011) argue that explo-
ration in the behavior space might be more efficient
and relevant than in the space of the parameters that
generate that behavior.
The first perspective proposed by (Lehman and
Stanley, 2011) is that many different genetic controller
encodings might lead to very similar behaviors, and
when considering also the morphological and environ-
mental restrictions, the space of behaviors is much
smaller than the space of controller encodings. The
notion of diversity is not clear due to the redundancy
in the control parameters, see (Mouret and Doncieux,
2011) for a discussion. It is interesting to note that in
a more computational perspective, particle filters tend
to also consider diversity criteria to detect convergence
and improve efficiency (Gilks and Berzuini, 2002).
From a robot controller point of view we can see
a similar idea as proposed by (Baranes and Oudeyer,
2010), see Figure 10. In this case we consider the case
of redundant robots where many different joint posi-
tion lead to the same task space position of the robot.
And so a dramatic reduction of the size of the explo-
ration space is achieved. Also the authors introduced
the concept of competence where, and again for the
case of redundant robots, the robot might prefer to be
able to reach a larger volume of the task space, even
without knowing all the possible solution to reach each
point, than being able to use all the dexterity in a small
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Figure 10: Model of the correspondences between a
controller space and a task space to be learned by a
robot. Forward models deffine a knowledge of the ef-
fects caused by the execution of a controller. Inverse
models, which deffine a skill or competence, are mecha-
nisms that allow to retrieve one or several controller(s)
(if it exists) allowing to achieve a given effect (or goal)
yi in the task space.
part of the task space and not knowing how to reach
the rest.
Other authors have considered also exploration in
task space, e.g. (Jamone et al., 2011) and (Rolf et al.,
2011). We can refer again to the works of (Schmidhu-
ber, 2011; Lim and Auer, 2012) and see that they also
consider as criteria having access to the more diversi-
fied set of policies possible.
4.5 Development
The previous discussion might lead us to think that a
pure data-driven approach might be sufficient to ad-
dress all the real world complexity. Several authors
consider that data-driven approaches must be com-
bined with pre-structured information. For examples
artificial development considers that the learning pro-
cess is guided not only by the environment and the
data it is collect but also by the ”genetic information”
of the system (Elman, 1997; Lungarella et al., 2003).
In living organism, it is believed that maturational
constraints help reduce the complexity of learning in
early stages thus resulting in better and more efficient
learning in the longer term. It does this by structuring
the perceptual and motor space (Nagai et al., 2006; Lee
et al., 2007; Lopes and Santos-Victor, 2007; Lapeyre
et al., 2011; Baranes and Oudeyer, 2011; Oudeyer
et al., 2013) or by developing intrinsic rewards that fo-
cus attention to informative experiences (Baldassarre,
2011; Singh et al., 2010b), pre-dispositions to detect
meaningful salient events, among many other aspects.
4.6 Open Challenges
In a broad perspective, open-ended learning and cu-
riosity is still far from being a problem well understood,
or even well formulated. Evolutionary models (Singh
et al., 2010b) and recent studies in neurosciences (Got-
tlieb et al., 2013) are starting to provide a more clear
picture on if, and why, curiosity is an intrinsic drive
in many animals. A clear understanding on why this
drive exist, what triggers the drive to learn new tasks,
and why agents seek complex situations will provide
many insights on human cognition and on the devel-
opment of autonomous and robust agents.
A related discussion is that a purely data-driven
approach will not be able to consider such long-term
learning problems. If we consider large domain prob-
lems, time-varying, the need for prior information that
provide exploration constraints will be a fundamen-
tal aspect on any algorithm. This developmental con-
straints, and all genetic information, will be fundamen-
tal to any of such endeavor. We note that during learn-
ing and development it is required to co-develop rep-
resentations, exploration strategies, learning methods,
and hierarchical organization of behavior will require
the introduction of novel theoretical frameworks.
5 Interaction
The previous sections considered active learning where
the agents act, or make queries, and either the environ-
ment or an oracle provides more data. Such abstract
formalism might not be the best model when the or-
acle is a human with specific reasoning capabilities.
Humans have a tremendous amount of prior knowl-
edge, inference capabilities that allows them to solve
very complex problems and so a benevolent teacher
might guide exploration and provide information for
learning. Feedback from a teacher takes the form of:
initial condition for further self-exploration in robotics
(Nicolescu and Mataric, 2003), information about the
task solution (Calinon et al., 2007), information about
affordances (Ekvall and Kragic, 2004), information
about the task representation (Lopes et al., 2007),
among others. Figure 11 explains this process where
the world state, the signals produced by the teacher
and the signal required to the learning algorithms are
not in the same representation and an explicit mecha-
nism of translation is required. An active learning ap-
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Figure 11: In many situations agents gather data from
humans. These instructions need to be translated to
a representation that is understood by the learning
agent. From (Grizou et al., 2013).
proach can also allow a robot to inquire a user about
adequate state representations, see Fig. 12.
It has been suggested that interactive learning,
human-guided machine learning or learning with hu-
man in-the-loop, might be a new perspective on robot
learning that combines the ideas of learning by demon-
stration, learning by exploration, active learning and
tutor feedback (Dillmann et al., 2000; Dillmann et al.,
2002; Fails and Olsen Jr, 2003; Nicolescu and Mataric,
2003; Breazeal et al., 2004; Lockerd and Breazeal,
2004; Dillmann, 2004). Under this approach the
teacher interacts with the robot and provides extra
feedback. Approaches have considered extra reinforce-
ment signals (Thomaz and Breazeal, 2008), action re-
quests (Grollman and Jenkins, 2007a; Lopes et al.,
2009b), disambiguation among actions (Chernova and
Veloso, 2009), preferences among states (Mason and
Lopes, 2011), iterations between practice and user
feedback sessions (Judah et al., 2010; Korupolu et al.,
2012) and choosing actions that maximize the user
feedback (Knox and Stone, 2009; Knox and Stone,
2010).
In this document we are more focused in active per-
spective and so it is the learner that has to ask for such
information. Having a human on the loop we have to
consider the cost in terms of tiredness of making many
queries. Studies and algorithms have considered such
aspect and addressed the problem of deciding when
to ask. Most approaches will just ask to user when-
ever the information is needed (Nicolescu and Mataric,
2001) or when there is high uncertainty (Chernova and
Veloso, 2009). A more advanced situation considers
making queries only when it is too risky to try exper-
iments (Doshi et al., 2008). (Cakmak et al., 2010a)
compare the results when the robot has the option of
asking or not the teacher for feedback and in a more
recent work they study how can the robot make dif-
ferent types of queries including: label, features and
demonstrations (Cakmak and Thomaz, 2011; Cakmak
and Thomaz, 2012).
Most of these systems have been developed to speed-
up learning or to provide a more intuitive way to pro-
gram robots. There are reasons to believe that an in-
teractive perspective on learning from demonstration
might lead to better results (even for the same amount
of data). The theoretical aspects of these interactive
systems have not been explored, besides the directly
applied results from active learning. One justification
for the need and expected gain of using such systems
is discussed by (Ross and Bagnell, 2010). Even if an
agent learns from a good demonstration then, when
executing that learned policy, its error will grow with
T 2 (where T is the horizon of the task). The reason be-
ing that any deviation from the correct policy moves
the learner to a region where the policy has a worse
fit. If a new demonstration is requested in that new
region then the system learns not only how to exe-
cute a good policy but also how to correct from small
mistakes. Such observation, as the authors refer, was
already given by (Pomerleau, 1992) without a proof.
Another reason to use interactive systems is that
when the users train the system they might become
more comfortable with using it and accept it. See the
work from (Ogata et al., 2003) for a study on this sub-
ject. The queries of the robot will have the dual goal
of allowing the robot to deal with its own limitations
and give the user information about the robot’s un-
certainty on the task being learned (Fong et al., 2003;
Chao et al., 2010).
There are many cases where the learning data comes
directly from humans but no special uncertainty mod-
els are used. Such system either have an intuitive inter-
face to provide information to the system during tele-
operation (Kristensen et al., 1999), or it is the system
that initiates questions based on perceptual saliency
(Lutkebohle et al., 2009). There is also the case where
the authors just follow the standard active learning
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setting (e.g. to learn a better gesture classification the
system is able to ask the user to provide more exam-
ples of a given class (Francke et al., 2007) even if for
human-robot interfaces (Lee and Xu, 1996)).
This section will start by presenting a perspective on
the behavior of humans when they teach machines and
the various ways in which a human can help a learning
system. We then divide our review into systems for
active learning from demonstration where the learner
makes questions to the user and a second part where
the teacher intervenes whenever it is required. Finally
we show that sometimes it is important to try to learn
explicit the teaching behavior of the teacher.
5.1 Interactive Learning Scenarios
The type of feedback/guidance that an human can pro-
vide depends on the task, the human knowledge, how
easy it is to provide each type of information, the com-
munication channels between the system and the user,
among many other factors. For instance in a finan-
cial situation it is straightforward to attribute values
to the outcomes of a policy but in some tasks, danc-
ing for instance, it is much easier to provide trajectory
information. In some tasks a combination of both is
also required, for instance when teaching how to play
tennis it is easy to provide a numeric evaluation of
the different policies, but only by showing particular
motions can a learner really improve its game.
The presence of other agents in the environment cre-
ates diverse opportunities for different learning and ex-
ploration scenarios. We can view the other agents as
teachers that can behave in different ways. They can
provide:
• guidance on exploration
• examples
• task goals
• task solutions
• example trajectories
• quantitative or qualitative evaluation on behavior
• information about their preferences
By guiding exploration we consider that the agent is
able to learn by itself but the extra feedback, or guid-
ance, provided by the teacher will improve its learning
speed. The teacher can be demonstrating new tasks
and from this the learner might get several extra el-
ements: the goal of the task, how to solve the task,
or simply environment trajectories. Another perspec-
tive puts the teacher in a jury perspective of evaluating
the behavior of the system, either providing directly an
evaluation on the learner’s behavior or by reveling his
preferences. Several authors provided studies on how
to model the different sources of information during
social learning in artificial agents (Noble and Franks,
2002; Melo et al., 2007; Nehaniv, 2007; Lopes et al.,
2009a; Cakmak et al., 2010b; Billing and Hellstro¨m,
2010).
We can describe interactive learning system along
another axis, and that is what type of participation
the human has in the process. Table 5 provides a non-
exhaustive list of the different positions of a teacher
during learning. First, the demonstrator can be com-
pletely unaware that a learner is observing him and
collecting data for learning. Many systems are like this
and use the observation as a dataset to learn. Most in-
teresting cases are those where the teacher is aware of
the situation and provides the learner with a batch of
data; this is the more common setting. In the active
approach the teacher is passive and only answers the
questions of the learner (refer to Section 5.3), while
in the teaching setting it is the teacher that actively
selects the best demonstration examples, taking into
account the task and the learner’s progress. Recent
examples exist of human on-the-loop setting where the
teacher observes the actions of the robot and only acts
when it is required to make a correction or provide
more data.
As usual all these approaches are not pure and many
combine different perspectives. There are situations
where different teachers are available to be observed
and the learner chooses which one to observe (Price
and Boutilier, 2003) where some of them might not
even be cooperative (Shon et al., 2007), and even
choose between looking at a demonstrator or just learn
by self-exploration (Nguyen et al., 2011).
5.2 Human Behavior
Humans change the way they act when they are
demonstrating actions to others (Nagai and Rohlfing,
2009). This might help the learner by attracting at-
tention to the relevant parts of the actions, but it also
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Table 5: Interactive Learning Teachers
Teacher Examples
unaware (Price and Boutilier, 2003)
batch (Argall et al., 2009; Lopes et al., 2010; Calinon et al., 2007)
active Section 5.3
teaching (Cakmak and Thomaz, 2012; Cakmak and Lopes, 2012)
mixed (Katagami and Yamada, 2000; Judah et al., 2010; Thomaz and Breazeal, 2008)
on-the-loop (Grollman and Jenkins, 2007a; Knox and Stone, 2009; Mason and Lopes, 2011)
ambiguous protocols (Grizou et al., 2013)
Figure 12: Active learning can also be used to instruct
a robot how to label states allowing to achieve a com-
mon framing and providing symbolic representations
that allow more efficient planning systems. In active
learning of grounded relational symbols, the robot gen-
erates situations in which it is uncertain about the
symbol grounding. After having seen the examples in
(1) and (2), the robot can decide whether it wants to
see (3a) or (3b). An actively learning robot takes its
current knowledge into account and prefers to see the
more novel (3b). From (Kulick et al., 2013).
shows that humans will change the way a task is exe-
cuted, see (Thomaz and Cakmak, 2009; Kaochar et al.,
2011; Knox et al., 2012).
It is clear now that when teaching robots there is also
a change in behavior (Thomaz et al., 2006; Thomaz
and Breazeal, 2008; Kaochar et al., 2011). An im-
portant aspect is that, many times, the feedback is
ambiguous and deviates from the mathematical inter-
pretation of a reward or a sample from a policy. For
instance, in the work of (Thomaz and Breazeal, 2008)
the teachers frequently gave a reward to exploratory
actions even if the signal was used as a standard re-
ward. Also, in some problems we can define an optimal
teaching sequence but humans do not behave accord-
ing to those strategies (Cakmak and Thomaz, 2010).
(Kaochar et al., 2011) developed a GUI to observe
the teaching patterns of humans when teaching an elec-
tronic learner to achieve a complex sequential task (
e.g. search and detect scenario ). The more interest-
ing finding is that humans use all available channels
of communication, including demonstration; examples;
reinforcement; and testing. The use of testing varies
a lot among users and without a fixed protocol many
users will create very complex forms of interaction.
5.3 Active Learning by Demonstration
Social learning, that is learning how to solve a task
after seeing it being done has been suggested has an
efficient way to program robots. Typically, the bur-
den of selecting informative demonstrations has been
completely on the side of the teacher. Active learning
approaches endow the learner with the power to se-
lect which demonstrations the teacher should perform.
Several criteria have been proposed: game theoretic
approaches (Shon et al., 2007), entropy (Lopes et al.,
2009b; Melo and Lopes, 2010), query by committee
(Judah et al., 2012), membership queries (Melo and
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Lopes, 2013), maximum classifier uncertainty (Cher-
nova and Veloso, 2009), expected myopic gain (Cohn
et al., 2010; Cohn et al., 2011) and risk minimization
(Doshi et al., 2008).
One common goal is to find the correct behavior,
defined as the one that matches the teacher, by re-
peatedly asking for the correct behavior in a given sit-
uation. Such idea as been applied in situations as dif-
ferent as navigation (Lopes et al., 2009b; Cohn et al.,
2010; Cohn et al., 2011; Melo and Lopes, 2010), simu-
lated car driving (Chernova and Veloso, 2009) or object
manipulation (Lopes et al., 2009b).
5.3.1 Learning Policies
Another learning task of interest is to acquire policies
by querying an oracle. (Chernova and Veloso, 2009)
used support-vector machine classifiers to make queries
to the teacher when it is uncertain about the action to
execute as measured by the uncertainty of the classi-
fier. They apply this uncertainty sampling perspective
online, and thus only make queries in states that are
actually encountered by the robot. A problem with
this approach is that the information on the dynam-
ics of the environment is not taken into account when
learning the policy. To address this issue, (Melo and
Lopes, 2010) proposed a method that computes a ker-
nel based on MDP metrics (Taylor et al., 2008) that
includes the information of the environment dynam-
ics. In this way the topology of the dynamics is better
preserved and thus better results can be obtained then
with just a simple classifier with a naive kernel. They
use the method proposed by (Montesano and Lopes,
2012) to make queries where there is lower confidence
of the estimated policy.
Directly under the inverse reinforcement learning
formalism, one of the first approaches were proposed
by (Lopes et al., 2009b). After a set of demonstra-
tion it is possible to compute the posterior distribu-
tion of reward that explain the teacher behavior. By
seeing each sample of the posterior distribution as a
different expert, the authors took a query by commit-
tee perspective allowing the learner to ask the teacher
what is the correct action in the state where there is
higher disagreement among the experts (or more pre-
cisely where the predicted policies are more different).
This work was latter extended by considering not just
the uncertainty on the policy but the expected reduc-
tion in the global uncertainty (Cohn et al., 2010; Cohn
et al., 2011).
The teacher can directly ask about the reward value
at a given location (Regan and Boutilier, 2011) and it
has been shown that reward queries can be combined
with action queries (Melo and Lopes, 2013).
The previous works on active inverse reinforcement
learning can be seen as a way to infer the preferences
of the teacher. This problem of preference elicitation
has been addressed in several domains (Fu¨rnkranz and
Hu¨llermeier, 2010; Chajewska et al., 2000; Braziunas
and Boutilier, 2005; Viappiani and Boutilier, 2010;
Brochu et al., 2007).
5.4 Online Feedback and Guidance
Another approach is to consider that the robot is al-
ways executing and that a teacher/user might inter-
rupt it at any time and assume the command of the
robot. These corrections will act as new demonstra-
tions to be incorporated in the learning process.
The TAMMER framework, and its extensions, con-
siders how signals from humans can speed up explo-
ration and learning in reinforcement learning tasks
(Knox and Stone, 2009; Knox and Stone, 2010). The
interesting aspect is that MDP reward is informational
poor but it is sampled from the process while the hu-
man reinforcement is rich in information but might
have stronger biases. Knox (Knox and Stone, 2009;
Knox and Stone, 2010) presented the initial framework
where the agent learns to predict the human feedback
and then selects actions to maximize the expected re-
ward from the human. After learning to predict such
behavior during learning the agent will also observe
the reward from the environment. The combination of
both allows the robot to learn better using information
given by the user will shape the reward function (Ng
et al., 1999) improving the learning rate of the agent.
Recently this process was improved to allow both pro-
cesses to occur simultaneously (Knox and Stone, 2012).
It is important to take care to ensure that the shap-
ing made by a human does not change the task. (Zhang
et al., 2009) introduced a method were the teacher is
able to provide extra rewards to change the behavior
of the learner but, at the same time, considering that
there is a limited budget on such extra rewards. Re-
sults showed that there are some tasks that are not
possible to teach under a limited budget.
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Other approaches considered that the learner can
train by self-exploration and have several periods
where the teacher is able to criticize its progress
(Manoonpong et al., 2010; Judah et al., 2010).
Several work consider that initially the system will
not show any initiative and will be operated by the
user. Then as learning progresses the system will
start acting according to the learned model while the
teacher will act when a correction, or an exception, is
needed. For instance, in the dogged learning approach
suggested in (Grollman and Jenkins, 2007a; Grollman
and Jenkins, 2007b; Grollman and Jenkins, 2008) an
AIBO robot is teleoperated and learns a policy from
the user to dribble a ball towards a goal. After that
training period the robot starts executing the learned
policy but, at any time, the user has the possibility
of resuming the teleoperation to provide eventual cor-
rections. With this process a policy, encoded with a
gaussian process, can be learned with better quality.
A similar approach was followed in the work of (Ma-
son and Lopes, 2011). The main difference is that here
the robot does not learn a policy and instead learns the
preferences of the user and the interaction is done with
a natural language interface. The authors consider a
cleaning robot that is able to move objects in a room.
Initially the robot as only a generic user profile that
consider desired object locations, then after several in-
teractions the robot moves the objects to the requested
location. Every time the user says that the room is
clean/tidy, the robot memorizes the configuration and
through a kernel method is able to generalize what is
a clean of not clean robot to different contexts. With
the advent of compliant robots the same approach can
be made where the corrections are provided directly
by moving the robot arm (Sauser et al., 2011).
An interesting aspect that was not explored much
is to consider delays in the user’s feedback. If such
asynchronous behavior exist then the agent must de-
cide how to act while waiting for the feedback (Cohn
et al., 2012).
5.5 Ambiguous Protocols and Teacher
Adaptation
In most of the previous discussion we considered that
the feedback signals provided by the teacher have a
semantic meaning that is known to the learner. Nev-
ertheless, in many cases the signals provided by the
teacher might be too noisy or have unknown meaning.
Several of these works fall under the learning from com-
munication framework (Klingspor et al., 1997), where
a shared understanding between the robot and the
teacher is fundamental to allow good interactive learn-
ing sessions.
The system in (Mohammad and Nishida, 2010) au-
tomatically learns different interaction protocols for
navigation tasks where the robot learns the actions it
should make and which gestures correspond to those
actions. In (Lopes et al., 2011; Grizou et al., 2013)
the authors introduce a new algorithm for inverse re-
inforcement learning under multiple instructions with
unknown symbols. At each step the learner executes
an action and waits for the feedback from the user.
This feedback can be understood as a correct/incorrect
action, the name of the action itself or a silence.
The main difficulty is that the user uses symbols that
have an unknown correspondence with such feedback
meanings. The learner assumes that the teacher feed-
back protocol and simultaneously estimates the reward
function, the protocols being used and the meaning
of the symbols used by the teacher. An early work
consider such process in isolation and considered that
learning the meaning of communication can be simpli-
fied by using the expectation from the already known
task model (Kozima and Yano, 2001).
Other works, such as (Lauria et al., 2002; Kollar
et al., 2010), consider the case of learning new instruc-
tions and guidance signals for already known tasks,
thus providing more efficient commands for instruct-
ing the robot. This algorithm is different from typ-
ical learning by demonstration systems because data
is acquired in an interactive and online setting. It is
different from previous learning by interaction systems
in the sense that the feedback signals received are un-
known.
The shared understanding between the teacher and
the agents needs also to include a shared knowledge
of the names of states. In (Kulick et al., 2013) the
authors take an active learning approach allowing the
robot to learn state descriptions that are meaningful
for the teacher, see Fig. 12.
5.6 Open Challenges
There are two big challenges in interactive systems. A
first one is to clearly understand the theoretical prop-
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erties of such systems. Empirical results seem to in-
dicate that an interactive approach is more sample ef-
ficient than any specific approach taken in isolation.
Another aspect is the relation between active learning
and optimal teaching, where does not exist yet a clear
understanding on the problems that can be learned effi-
ciently but not taught and vice-versa. The second chal-
lenge is to model accurately the human, or in general
the cognitive/representational differences between the
teacher and the learner, during the interactive learn-
ing process. This challenge include how to create a
shared representation of the problem, how to create
interaction protocols, and physical interfaces, that en-
ables such shared understanding, and how to exploit
the multi-modal cues that humans provides during in-
struction and interaction.
6 Final Remarks
In this document we presented a general perspective
on agents that, aiming at learning fast, look for the
most important information required. To our knowl-
edge it is the first time that a unifying look on methods
and goals of different communities was made. Several
further developments are still necessary in all these do-
mains, but there is already the opportunity to a more
multidisciplinary perspective that can give rise to more
advanced methods.
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